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A new electrooptic e k t  was observed experimentally in a homeotropic layer ofa nematic with a 
positive anisotropy ofthe permittivity and of the electrical wnductivit y .  This effect appeared in 
an external vertical static electric held and was manifested by the appearance olcircular or 
elongated domain structuresdue to static distortions of thedirector near t he ancde or cathodeof a 
cell. The polarity of the effect depended on the nature ofan orienting coaling. The origin of the 
effect was the nematicsurface polarization which wassufficiently strong ( = 10 -' dynln) to 
induct  an instability even under the conditions whereother mechanisms (dielectric. flexoelectric, 
anisotropic electrohydrodynamic) impeded stability. Special attention was given to the 
separation of the surface polarization mechanism of  he invcstigated effect from the flexoelectric 
and isotropic electrodynamic mechanisms. A hierarchy of static structures observed 
experimentally was clearly accounted for by a theory basad on an equilibrium thermodynamic 
approach allowing for the anisotropic properti~s and lor the real geometry of the system. 

INTRODUCTION 

An external electric field E applied to a nematic liquid 
crystal (NLC) can dislort the director n and thus alter the 
optical properties of the nematic. The situations when the 
effect is due to dielectric, flexoelectric, or electrohydrodyna- 
mic mechanisms have been investigated quite thoroughly.' 
It has been suggested that the electtooptic effects may ap- 
pear also because of the surface polarization of an NLC 
which results from breakdown of the degeneracy condition 
n - n, applicable to the director at a boundary (inter- 
face), and which is due to the polar nature of the interact ion 
between the NLC molecules and the ambient medium or due 
to a change in the scalar part of the order parameter of the 
NLC. This possibility was first pointed out in Ref. 2 and then 
in Ref. 3. 

Some experiments have reveald features of the behav- 
ior of NLCs which wuld k due to the surface polarization 
(see, for example, the review in Ref. 4). However, it is diffi- 
cult to separate unambiguously the contribution of such po- 
larization. In particular, the effects observed as a result of 
periodic compression of an NLC l a ~ e r ~ . ~  could be due to 
flow of matter and certain special features, manifested in the 
electroreflection experiments7 or in second harmonic gener- . 
ation in a surface layer of an NLC,8 could represent the 
contribution of the ionic component .' These secondary phc- 
nomena were suppressed in another investigation: but it 
was not possible there to separate clearly the surface polar- 
ization mechanism from the flexoeleclric contribution. The 
problem of identifying the surface polarization in the elec- 
trooptic effects and determination of its parameters is there- 
fore still topical. The present paper reports an attempt to 
solve this problem both experimentally and theoretically. 

In the experimental part (Secs. I+), after formulation 
of the problem (Sec. 1 1 and description of the method (Sec. 
21, we shall report the results of investigations designed to 
separate the surface-polarization electrooptic effect from the 
background of the other contributions, particularly the elm- 
trodynamic (Sec. 3 ) and flexoelectric (Sec. 4).  The theoreti- 
cal part of the paper g i v e  a general formulation of the prob- 
Iwn of deformations induced by an electric field in an NLC 

layer exhibiting surface polarization 1Sec. 5 )  and this is fol- 
lowed by a systematic discussion of phase transitions 40 
states with different geometries (Appendices 1-111). The 
hierarchy of [he states due to the interaction of the surface 
polarization with an electric field i s  discussed in Sec. 6. 

EXPERIMENTS 

1. Formulation of the problem 

The problem in the experiments was the selection of the 
cell geometry which would ensure, firstly, the highest possi- 
ble values of the polarizstion P,, secondly, would makt it 

easy to determine the polarization-induced tilt of the direc- 
tor n by optical methods and, thirdly, would make it possible 
to separate the polarization mechanism of the tilt from the 
dielectric, electrohydrodynamic, or flexmlectric mecha- 
nisms. All these conditions arc satisfied by a cell with a ho- 
meutropically oriented NLC, which is characterized by a 
positive anisotropy of the permittivity ( AE > 0) and of the 
elec~rical conductivity (ha > 0). The external electric field 
is assumed to bt vertical, i.e., Elln. This geometry eliminates 
the Freedericksz or Carr-Helfrich effects,' i.e., it avoids a 
reorientation of n because of the dielectric or anisotropic 
electrodynamic torques. Moreover, in the initial state the 
cell observed under a polarizing microscope is totally dark, 
since the optic axis or the NLC coincides with thc micro- 
scope axis; this makes it possible to detect readily the 
changes in the orientation ofn because textures then become 
visible. 

The selected experimental geometry does not, however, 
allow us to eliminate a prior; two secondary effects: flexoe- 
lectric and isotropic electrohydrodynarnic. In view of the 
important role of thesc effects in the interpretation of our 
results, it is essential to consider in greater detail the pub- 
lished data on this topic. 

As pointed out, when the conditions AE > 0 and Au > 0 
are sa~isfied, neither the dielectric nor the anisotropic elec- 
lrohydrodynamic instabilities can appcar in a homeotropic 
NLC layer. In spiteof this, roundedor striped domain struc- 
tura have been observedP-" on application of a static verti- 
cal field. This effect has a threshold: domains appear only 
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